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We study the bundle structure near reversible relative periodic orbits in reversible
equivariant systems. In particular we show that the vector field on the bundle forms
a skew product system, by which the study of bifurcation from reversible relative
periodic solutions reduces to the analysis of bifurcation from reversible discrete
rotating waves. We also discuss possibilities for drifts along group orbits. Our
results extend those recently obtained in the equivariant context by B. Sandstede et
al. (1999, J. Nonlinear Sci. 9, 439–478) and C. Wulff et al. (2001, Ergodic Theory
Dynam. Systems 21, 605–635). © 2002 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is a frequently occurring property of dynamical systems. In
recent years, bifurcation in the presence of symmetries has been studied
extensively, in particular for equivariant dynamical systems (i.e., systems
with time-preserving symmetries).
In addition to equivariance, dynamical systems may also possess time-
reversal symmetries. Such symmetries are well known to occur in many
applications of interest, many of which—but not all!—are Hamiltonian.
Examples include mechanical systems, and differential equations obtained
by reduction from certain types of equivariant PDEs, see Lamb and
Roberts [24] for a recent survey.
In the context of equivariant dynamical systems, group theoretical tools
have been employed to develop a comprehensive understanding of bifurca-
tion theory, see for instance [13]. The work presented in this paper is part
of a program to extend the existing theory for equivariant systems to
reversible equivariant systems.
The aim of this paper is to extend recently obtained results of Sandstede
et al. [28] and Wulff et al. [34] on the bundle structure near relative
periodic orbits in equivariant dynamical systems, to reversible equivariant
dynamical systems. In effect, the bundle structure is a key tool in reducing
the problem of bifurcation from reversible periodic orbits to that of
reversible discrete rotating waves, which in turn reduces to the problem of
bifurcation from reversible equivariant equilibria, cf [22].
A systematic development of a local bifurcation theory for equilibria
of reversible equivariant is currently being pursued, see for instance Buono
et al. [5] for an account of reversible equivariant steady state bifurcation.
Earlier studies on bifurcations in reversible systems focussed mostly on the
purely reversible case (in the absence of equivariance). For instance, the
papers [3, 7, 29, 31, 32] discuss various results on branching of reversible
periodic orbits without additional symmetry, including period doubling
and period preserving bifurcations as well as subharmonic bifurcations.
Earlier results on reversible equivariant systems include partial results on
equivariant reversible Hopf bifurcation and Lyapunov centre theorems [2,
8, 12, 17, 30], and certain examples of bifurcation from reversible discrete
rotating waves, see, e.g., [20]. We refer to [24] for a more extended dis-
cussion and additional references (also on other aspects of reversible
systems).
Apart from their independent importance, the results of this paper form
a first step towards understanding the bundle structure near relative
periodic orbits in reversible equivariant Hamiltonian systems, which is dis-
cussed in the paper [35] (with Roberts).
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2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
We consider differential equations of the form
u˙=f(u), (2.1)
where f is a smooth vector field defined on a finite-dimensional smooth
connected manifoldM. We denote the flow of (2.1) by Ft.
Let Cr be a finite-dimensional (possibly noncompact) Lie group acting
smoothly and properly on M, possessing a normal subgroup C of index
two, i.e. Cr/C 5 Z2. Then, taking r to be any element of Cr 0C, we have
Cr=OC, rP=C 2 rC. (2.2)
We assume that our differential equation (2.1) is C-equivariant and
r-reversible, i.e., the flow Ft satisfies cFt(u)=Ft(cu) and crF−t(u)=
Ft(cru) for all c ¥ C and u ¥M. In other words, whenever u(t) is a solution
of (2.1) then so are cu(t) and cru(−t) for all c ¥ C. In terms of the vector
field f in (2.1) these equivariance and reversibility conditions read
cf(u)=f(cu) and rf(u)=−f(ru) for all c ¥ C. (2.3)
Note that from this definition it follows that (2.1) is not only reversible
with respect to r, but also with respect to all elements in rC. We call the
elements of C symmetries and the elements of rC reversing (or time-rever-
sal) symmetries of f. The above imposed structure on Cr naturally follows
from the composition properties of symmetries and reversing symmetries.
It should be noted that rC need not contain an element of order two (a
so-called involution), so that reversible equivariant systems need not possess
an involutory reversing symmetry.2
2 We note that in the literature, there has been some confusion about the observation of
Sevryuk [29] that linear reversible systems always possess an involutory reversing symmetry.
This fact applies only to linear systems, and not to nonlinear ones. However, even in the
context of linear reversible equivariant systems this observation is not particularly useful, as
the reversing involution may change discontinuously when parameters are varied [25].
We say that a point u0 lies on a relative periodic orbit (RPO) P if there
exists a least T > 0 (the relative period) such that FT(u0)=su0 for some
s ¥ C. The relative periodic orbit P is defined to be
P={cFt(u0) | c ¥ C, t ¥ R}. (2.4)
Definition 2.1. A relative periodic orbit P is called reversible if there
exists a reversing symmetry r such that rP=P.
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Note that indeed rP is always a relative periodic orbit if P is. Namely,
FT(ru0)=rF−T(u0)=rs−1r−1(ru0)=s˜(ru0). (2.5)
for some s˜ ¥ C, since C is normal in Cr.
Before we discuss reversible relative periodic orbits we briefly recall the
results by Wulff et al. [34] on relative periodic solutions in the (non-
reversible) equivariant case.
Let P be a relative periodic orbit of relative period 1; i.e., there is
some u0 ¥P and some s ¥ C so that s−1F1(u0)=u0. Let D … C denote the
isotropy subgroup of the point u0 and let
S=Os, DP={c ¥ C | Fh(u0)=cu0 for some h ¥ R}
denote the spatio-temporal symmetry group of P with respect to u0. Note
that due to the proper group action of C, the isotropy subgroup D must be
compact.
In [28, 34] it was shown that one can parameterize a neighborhood U of
P as
U — (C×V×R)/(D z Z). (2.6)
Here V is a D-invariant section transversal to P in u0 and 1 is the relative
period of P. Note that V is a Poincaré section which is transverse not only
to the time orbit of u0, but also to the group orbit of u0. The variable h ¥ R
plays the role of the phase along the relative periodic solution.
Let (c, v, h) be coordinates in C×V×R. Then the quotient by D z Z
corresponds to identifications due to the isotropy D and spatiotemporal
symmetry S (both defined with respect to some fixed u0 ¥P):
(c, v, h)=(cd−1, dv, h)=(cs−1, Qv, h+1). (2.7)
Here Q−1 ¥ O(V) is an orthogonal twisted equivariant map: i.e. for all d ¥ D
we have
dQ=Qf(d), (2.8)
where f: DQ D is an automorphism of D (the twist automorphism) defined
as
f(d)=s−1ds.
In [34] it has been shown that for many groups, for example matrix
groups, it is always possible to choose s within sD such that f has finite
order k. Correspondingly Q can be chosen to have order (at most) 2k.
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Important examples include algebraic groups such as compact Lie groups
and Euclidean groups (which are relevant in many applications of interest).
We note that if the order of the automorphism f of D cannot be chosen to
be finite then still there will exist some finite number kV so that fkV effec-
tively acts as the identity morphism on the representation of D on V for an
appropriate choice of s within sD, see [34] and Section 5.3.2 below for
more details. In this paper we will focus mainly on the cases when k can be
chosen to be finite. In the remaining cases in which there exists no finite k,
we merely need to replace k by the number kV which depends on the
representation V (whereas k only depends on the group structure).
Due to the bundle structure one can lift the differential equations on the
bundle to (D z Z)-equivariant differential equations on C×V×R. In terms
of the coordinates (c, v, h) on C×V×R the resulting differential equations
have the form
c˙=cfC(v, h), v˙=fV(v, h), h˙=fG(v, h) (2.9)
where
fC(0, h)=fV(0, h)=0, fG(0, h)=1, (2.10)
and the (D z Z)-equivariance reads as follows (d ¥ D):
fC(dv, h)=Add fC(v, h), fV(dv, h)=dfV(v, h),
fG(dv, h)=fG(v, h),
(2.11)
fC(Qv, h+1)=Ads fC(v, h), fV(Qv, h+1)=QfV(v, h),
fG(Qv, h+1)=fG(v, h).
(2.12)
Here Adc denotes the adjoint action of C on the Lie algebra LC of C, i.e.,
Adc(t)=ctc−1, c ¥ C.
Since Q has finite order 2k, the (v, h)-subsystem of (2.9) has the compact
symmetry group D z Z2k. Consequently a relative periodic orbit P corre-
sponds to a discrete rotating wave of the D z Z2k-equivariant (v, h)-
subsystem. Hence, the study of bifurcations from relative periodic orbits
reduces to the study of bifurcations from discrete rotating waves which
were studied by Lamb and Melbourne [21]. In fact, the latter reduces in
turn to the study of bifurcations from equilibria of vector fields [22].
The above result can be improved in two ways. First, by a reparame-
trization of time, one may set fG(v, h) — 1, so that h becomes the natural
time-coordinate and (2.9) becomes a nonautonomous differential equation
on C×V. Second, subject to some mild conditions on C, we may go to a
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comoving frame in which the relative periodic orbit is observed as a perio-
dic orbit. In particular, if C is an algebraic group then there is a comoving
frame t ¥ LZ(S) (where Z(S) is the centralizer of S in C) satisfying the
equations s=exp(t) sŒ, so that (sŒ)n=1 for some positive n ¥N in which
the whole bundle becomes periodic of period 2n. Moreover, the order k of
the twist automorphism associated to sŒ divides n; see [34]. In the comov-
ing frame the identification (2.7) and the symmetry property (2.12) hold
with s replaced by the finite order element sŒ.
In this paper we show how to incorporate reversibility into the above
approach towards relative periodic orbits. We obtain a parameterization of
a neighborhood of the relative periodic solution as in (2.6), but with C
replaced by Cr and with an additional identification due to reversibility of
the relative periodic solution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we first treat reversible
relative equilibria as a special (simple) case. In Section 4 we discuss our
results on the bundle structure near reversible relative periodic orbits in
detail, including possible drifts of reversible RPOs and give some examples.
Our main results on the bundle structure and the form of the differential
equations on the bundle are stated in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. Section 5
is devoted to the proofs of the main theorems. Section 6 deals with revers-
ible maximal tori and reversible Cartan subgroups which are needed in
Sections 3 and 4 to study possible drifts of reversible relative equilibria and
reversible relative periodic orbits.
3. REVERSIBLE RELATIVE EQUILIBRIA
Before discussing reversible relative periodic orbits, we will first briefly
treat the simpler case of reversible relative equilibria. A relative equilibrium
is a flow-invariant group orbit Cu0. Consequently, Ft(u0)=ettu0 for some
t ¥ LC. In a reversible system, we call a relative equilibrium Cu0 reversible
if rCu0=Cu0 for some reversing symmetry r and non-reversible if
rCu0 5 Cu0=”. The theory for relative equilibria that are not reversible is
the same as when there is no reversing symmetry in the system. Hence, we
focus here on the case of a r-reversible relative equilibrium Cu0. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that ru0=u0. Namely, since rCu0=Cu0
there is some c ¥ C so that ru0=cu0 or equivalently c−1ru0=u0, so that u0
is in the fixed point subspace of some reversing symmetry (which we may
choose to call r).
Let Dr be the isotropy subgroup of u0 in Cr. Then we define D=Dr 5 C.
Because r2 ¥ D and rD=Dr, we thus obtain that Dr is an index two exten-
sion of D. Note that the condition r2 ¥ D is a restriction on the possible
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isotropies D … C of a reversible relative equilibrium. We call the subgroup
Sr of Cr generated by D, r and the Lie algebra element t the spatio-
temporal symmetry group of the relative equilibrium in Cr.
The reversibility of the relative equilibrium also leads to some natural
reversibility conditions on the drift. Before stating these conditions, we
introduce the notion of reversible maximal tori. Let C=N(D)/D for a
moment so that r is an involution, i.e., r2=id.
Definition 3.1. Let r be an involution. An element t ¥ LC is called
r-reversible if Adr t=−t. A torus Tr is called a maximal r-reversible torus
if Tr is generated by a r-reversible t ¥ LC, i.e., Adr(t)=−t, and is not
contained in any r-reversible torus of higher dimension.
In this definition, recall that Adc denotes the adjoint action of Cr on
LCr, i.e., Adc(t)=ctc−1.
In Section 6 (Theorem 6.7) we will prove that if r is an involution (which
holds true for C :=N(D)/D) then all almost every reversible element in LC
generates a maximal reversible torus or a line. Moreover we will show there
that for symmetry groups C which are semidirect products of compact
groups and vector spaces (like compact and Euclidean groups) all maximal
reversible tori are conjugate.
The following proposition extends results of Field [10] and Ashwin
and Melbourne [1] on drift of relative equilibria to reversible relative
equilibria.
Proposition 3.2. Let Cu0 be a r-reversible relative equilibrium, with
u0 ¥ Fix(r). Let Ft(u0)=exp(tt) u0. Then, without loss of generality t
may be taken to be D-equivariant and r-reversible, i.e., t ¥ LZ(D) and
Adr(t)=−t.
Generically, the time orbit of each u0 on the relative equilibrium is either
diffeomorphic to a line, or, if the drift is compact, the dimension of the
closure of the time orbit of u0 is equal to dim(Tr), where Tr is the maximal
r-reversible torus in N(D)/D containing t. In other words, generically the
drift velocity t of a reversible relative equilibrium generates a line or a
maximal r-reversible torus Tr in N(D)/D.
Proof. Since Ft(u0)=egtu0 for some g ¥ LC we have
Ft(ru0)=rF−t(u0)=e−Adr gt(ru0)
similarly as for reversible relative periodic orbits; cf. (2.5). Since u0=ru0
we conclude that
g+Adr g ¥ LD.
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Since e−gtdegtu0=e−gtdFt(u0)=e−gtFt(u0)=u0 for d ¥ D, t ¥ R, we always
have g ¥ LN(D).
Since Dr is compact we may choose a Dr-equivariant scalar product on
LC and write g=q+t, where q ¥ LD and t ¥ (LD) + . Now, using that the
scalar product is r-invariant, we find that t+Adr(t) ¥ (LD) + , but on
the other hand also t+Adr(t)=g+Adr(g)−q−Adr(q) ¥ LD. Hence,
t+Adr(t)=0. Since q ¥ LD we may w.l.o.g. change g to t. As shown in
[11] we have (LD) + 5 LN(D) ı LZ(D). Hence also t ¥ LZ(D).
Thus t generates a reversible torus or a reversible line in N(D)/D. Since
by Theorem 6.7 below almost every reversible t ¥ L(N(D)/D) 4 (LD) + 5
LN(D) generates a maximal reversible torus or a line in N(D)/D we
conclude that this holds true for generic drift velocities of reversible relative
equilibria with isotropy D. L
We will illustrate the importance of reversibility for generic drift with
some simple examples where the generic drift in the reversible case differs
from the generic drift in the nonreversible case.
Example 3.3. Suppose that C=SO(2), and Cr=SO(2)×Z2. Then a
Cr reversible relative equilibrium does not drift, because the generators of
SO(2) are not r-reversible. However, a non-reversible equilibrium will
typically drift along the SO(2) orbit (rotating wave).
Example 3.4. Let us consider the case that C=SO(2)×SO(2) and
Cr=SO(2)×O(2). A Cr reversible relative equilibrium will typically drift
along an SO(2) orbit. The SO(2)-part of O(2) is a maximal reversible torus
since the generators of SO(2) are reversible with respect to the additional
involutory generator of O(2). A non-reversible relative equilibrium,
however, is expected to drift along the full SO(2)×SO(2) group orbit,
which is a maximal torus.
In the non-reversible case one can write a tubular neighborhood U of
the relative equilibrium Cu0 as U=C×D V; see [9, 18, 26]. Here V is a
D-invariant section, transversal to the group orbit Cu0 in u0.
In describing the bundle structure for reversible relative equilibria, we
employ again a local section V that is transversal to the relative equilib-
rium. In particular we may choose this section to be Dr-invariant. Namely,
since u0 ¥ Fix(Dr) the group Dr acts on Tu0M, and since Dr is a compact
group there exists a Dr-invariant scalar product on Tu0M. Since rCr
−1=C
we have Adr LC=LC. Therefore rtu0=Adr tu0 ¥ LCu0 for t ¥ LC. So
the space Tu0Cu0=LCu0 is Dr-invariant. We hence choose V=(Tu0Cu0)
+ as
Dr-invariant complement of Tu0Cu0 in Tu0M.
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The bundle structure near the relative equilibrium and the form of
the corresponding differential equations are discussed in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let Cu0 be a r-reversible relative equilibrium with
u0 ¥ Fix(Dr). Then a neighborhood U of Cu0 has the form
U — (Cr×V)/Dr=Cr×Dr V. (3.1)
The differential equations (2.1) on U lift to C×V. With coordinates
(c, v) ¥ C×V they take the form
c˙=cfC(v), v˙=fV(v), (3.2)
where fC: VQ LC and fV: VQ V. The equations (3.2) are D-equivariant and
reversible in the following sense:
-d ¥ D fC(dv)=Add fC(v), fV(dv)=dfV(v), (3.3)
fC(rv)=−Adr fC(v), fV(rv)=−rfV(v). (3.4)
Proof. We focus on the consequences of the reversibility, as the equi-
variant part of the result is well known; see [9, 18].
Let k: Tu0MQM be a Dr-equivariant smooth local chart of M near u0.
Due to r-equivariance of k we have
(c, v)=ck(v)=cr−1rk(v)=cr−1k(rv)
=(cr−1, rv), v ¥ V.
Moreover, D-equivariance implies
-d ¥ D (c, v)=(cd−1, dv). (3.5)
By these identifications, a neighborhood U of the relative equilibrium Cu0
is of the form U — (Cr×V)/Dr=Cr×Dr V.
In the coordinates (c, v) ¥ C×V the differential equations on U have the
form
c˙=cfC(v), v˙=fV(v).
Due to the identification (3.5), fC and fV are not uniquely determined if D
is continuous. Therefore we choose fC(v) ¥ (LD) + for some Dr-invariant
scalar-product on LC. Reversibility implies that whenever u(t)=(c(t), v(t))
=c(t) k(v(t)) is a solution, then so is
ru(−t)=rc(−t) k(v(−t))=rc(−t) r−1k(rv(−t))
=(rc(−t) r−1, rv(−t)).
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Hence,
d
d(−t)
(rv)=fV(rv) Z −rfV(v)=fV(rv), (3.6)
and similarly
d
d(−t)
(rcr−1)=fC(rv) Z −Adr fC(v)=fC(rv). (3.7)
L
In [27] we extend these results to Hamiltonian reversible relative equi-
libria. We conclude this section with some simple examples of reversible
relative equilibria. Just as in the non-reversible case they might be rotating
waves, invariant tori or travelling waves.
Example 3.6 (Reversible Rotating Wave). Let Cr=O(2), C=SO(2).
Then, a relative equilibrium Cu0 with isotropy D=1 and Dr=Z2 is typi-
cally a reversible rotating wave satisfying Ft(u0)=Rwtu0, and thus an equi-
librium in a rotating frame with angular velocity w. By reversibility r
reflects the rotating wave to a solution rotating with opposite orientation,
i.e.,
rFt(u0)=F−t(u0)=R−wtu0.
Example 3.7 (Reversible Invariant Torus). Let Cr=O(N), C=SO(N).
Then, a relative equilibrium Cu0 with D=1 and Dr=Z2 is typically a
reversible invariant torus satisfying Ft(u0)=exp(tt) u0, with t ¥ so(N).
Again we have
rFt(u0)=F−t(u0)=exp(−tt) u0.
Example 3.8 (Reversible Travelling Wave). Let Cr=R z Z2=E(1),
C=R. Let Ta denote a translation by a ¥ R so that rTa=T−ar for all a ¥ R.
Then, a relative equilibrium Cu0 with D=1 and Dr=Z2 is typically a
reversible travelling wave satisfying
Ft(u0)=Tvtu0, rFt(u0)=F−t(u0)=T−vtu0.
4. REVERSIBLE RELATIVE PERIODIC ORBITS
Starting point for our results on reversible relative periodic orbits are the
results on reversible relative equilibria presented in the previous section and
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the results in [28, 34] on the bundle structure near RPOs in non-reversible
systems. First, in Section 4.1, we make some general statements on revers-
ible relative periodic orbits and give some examples. In Section 4.2 we show
what kinds of drifts are possible for reversible RPOs. In Section 4.3 we
state our three main theorems on the bundle structure near reversible
RPOs. Detailed proofs of the main theorems are deferred to Section 5. In
Section 4.4 we study the differential equations in the bundle coordinates
and show that reversible RPOs correspond to reversible discrete rotating
waves on a slice (V×S1).
4.1. Some General Properties of Reversible RPOs
Let P be a reversible relative periodic orbit with relative period 1, i.e.,
fixing u0 ¥P we have F1(u0)=su0 for some s ¥ C and rP=P.
As in the case of relative equilibria we can always choose a point u0 ¥P
such that u0 ¥ Fix(r) for some reversing symmetry r. Namely, since
ru0 ¥P there exists a c0 ¥ C and some t0 ¥ R such that ru0=c0Ft0 (u0), and
we readily verify that c−10 rFt0/2(u0)=c
−1
0 F−t0/2(ru0)=Ft0/2(u0). So we
change u0 to Ft0/2(u0) and r to c
−1
0 r. From now on we assume that u0 and
r are such that u0 ¥ Fix(r). We denote the isotropies of u0 by D … C and
Dr=OD, rP … Cr. As mentioned in the case of reversible relative equilibria,
D is a normal subgroup of Dr of index 2.
In reversible systems a point u0 ¥ Fix(r) lies on a r-reversible T-periodic
solution if and only if FT/2(u0) ¥ Fix(r). An analogous observation applies
to reversible RPOs.
Lemma 4.1. Let u0 ¥ Fix(r). Then u0 lies on a r-reversible relative periodic
orbit P with relative (minimal) period T, if and only if FT/2(u0) ¥ Fix(rŒ)
where rŒ is some reversing symmetry in rC.
Proof. We readily verify that, with FT(u0)=su0 for some s ¥ C, we
obtain
srFT/2(u0)=sF−T/2(ru0)=sF−T/2(u0)=FT/2(u0),
so that indeed FT/2(u0) ¥ Fix(rŒ) with rŒ=sr.
Vice versa, if u0 ¥ Fix(r) and FT/2(u0) ¥ Fix(sr) for some T > 0, s ¥ C
then u0 lies on a relative periodic solution with relative period T. L
In the following proposition we collect some easy observations:
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Proposition 4.2. Let u0 be a point on a reversible relative periodic orbit
P with (minimal) relative period T > 0, such that FT(u0)=su0, and with
isotropy Dr … Cr and let S=OD, sP. Then,
1. dim Fix(Dr) [ dim Fix(D)−1.
2. If dim Fix(Dr)=dim Fix(D)−1 and S is compact then P is perio-
dic.
Proof. The time orbit of u0 is contained in Fix(D), so we can restrict to
the caseM=Fix(D), and C=N(D)/D. Now assume that
dim Fix(r)=dim(M)−1.
In case S is compact, sa can be made arbitrarily close to identity by
choosing some appropriate a ¥N large enough. Since
Fa(u0)=sau0 ¥ Fix(sars−a)
and since Fix(sars−a) is close to Fix(r) we conclude that due to the trans-
versal crossing of Ft(u0) through Fix(sars−a) and since Fix(r) has codi-
mension 1 the orbit must cross transversely through Fix(r), i.e. FT(u0) ¥
Fix(r) for some T > 0. Then u0 lies on a periodic orbit with period 2T.
If dimM=dim Fix(r) then M=Fix(r) and since f(u) ¥ Fix(−r) we
have f(u)=0 on M. Hence P must be a steady state, which contradicts
our assumptions. L
We conclude this Section with some examples of reversible relative
periodic orbits.
Example 4.3 (Reversible Discrete Rotating Wave). One of the simplest
examples of a reversible relative periodic orbit is a reversible discrete
rotating wave as studied in [19], i.e., a periodic orbit with discrete spatio-
temporal symmetry. For example, let Cr=Dn, C=Zn, let s generate Zn
and let r ¥ Cr 0C. Then we may have a reversible periodic solution of
period n passing through u0 ¥ Fix(r) and satisfying F1(u0)=su0.
Example 4.4 (Reversible Modulated Travelling Wave). Another example
of a reversible relative periodic orbit is a reversible modulated travelling
wave. Let Cr=E(1), C=R, and let s generate Z … R. Then we may
have a relative periodic orbit P passing through u0 ¥ Fix(r) satisfying
F1(u0)=su0. Such a solution is called a modulated travelling wave and
may have bifurcated from a reversible travelling wave; see Example 3.8.
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Example 4.5 (Reversible Modulated Rotating Wave). A reversible
modulated rotating wave is a reversible relative periodic orbit that is typi-
cally nonperiodic, but has compact drift. For instance, let Cr=O(2) and
C=SO(2) act on a two-torus M=S1×S1, so that C acts naturally on the
first copy of S1 and trivial on the second copy. Let r act as a reflection on
both copies of S1. Then dim Fix(r)=0, and typically a relative periodic
orbit P passing through u0 ¥ Fix(r) satisfies FT(u0)=su0 for some T > 0
and some s ¥ SO(2) generating SO(2). Such a solution is quasiperiodic,
and a reversible modulated rotating wave.
4.2. Drift of Reversible RPOs
In this subsection we investigate what kind of drifts may occur for
reversible RPOs. As we saw above, without loss of generality we may
assume that there exists a point u0 on the reversible RPO P in Fix(r).
We find that the drift element s with F1(u0)=su0 must satisfy certain
conditions due to the isotropy Dr … Cr of u0.
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a r-reversible relative periodic orbit with relative
period 1, containing a point u0 ¥ Fix(Dr), such that F1(u0)=su0 for some
s ¥ C. Then s must be inside N(D) and satisfies
srsr−1 ¥ D. (4.1)
Proof. If P has isotropy D, then s has to lie in the normalizer N(D) of
the isotropy group D due to the fact that for all d ¥ D
s−1dsu0=s−1dF1(u0)=u0.
If P is r-reversible, with u0 ¥ Fix(r) 5P, we have
rsr−1u0=rF1(u0)=F−1(ru0)=s−1u0,
so that srsr−1 ¥ D. L
In contrast to the situation of drift of reversible relative equilibria, note
that in the case of reversible RPOs s cannot always be chosen to be
D-equivariant and r-reversible (here r-reversible means rsr−1=s−1), see
[20, 21, 34] for counter-examples.
Let S=OD, sP denote the spatio-temporal symmetry of P with respect
to u0 in C. Because of Lemma 4.6 the group Sr=OS, rP is an index-2-
extension of S. The spatial and spatio-temporal symmetry groups D, Dr, S
and Sr of P with respect to u0 in C rsp. Cr satisfy the following relations
Dl Sl Sr, Dl Dr, Sr/S 5 Dr/D 5 Z2 (4.2)
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(here Al B denotes that A is a normal subgroup of B). Analogous state-
ments for reversible discrete rotating waves can be found in [20].
In the following consideration let C=N(D)/D so that r is an involution
on C. We call a compact topologically cyclic subgroup Cr of C which is
generated by some reversible s ¥ C and which is maximal with that prop-
erty a reversible Cartan subgroup. Denote a connected component of the
reversible group elements of C as reversible component. In Section 6
(Theorem 6.10) we will show that if r is an involution then almost every
reversible c ¥ C generates a reversible Cartan subgroup or a copy of Z.
Moreover we will prove in the case of compact or Euclidean groups
C=N(D)/D that each reversible s˜ which lies in the same reversible com-
ponent of C as s and generates a compact subgroup of C lies in a revers-
ible Cartan subgroup C˜r which is conjugated to Cr.
Extending the results of [1, 10] to the reversible context, we obtain the
following result on generic drift of reversible RPOs.
Proposition 4.7. Let P be a r-reversible relative periodic orbit, as in
Lemma 4.6. Then generically either S is a reversible Cartan subgroup Cr of
N(D)/D or a copy of Z in N(D)/D. This implies that generically either the
dimension of the closure of the time-orbit of u0 is dim(Cr)+1 (if the drift
compact) or the time-orbit of u0 ¥P is a line.
Proof. Due to the reversibility condition (4.1) and since by Theorem
6.10 almost every reversible element s generates a reversible Cartan
subgroup Cr or a copy of Z we conclude that if P is a generic reversible
RPO then either the dimension of the closure of the time-orbit of u0 ¥P
equals dim(Cr)+1 (if S is compact), or, if the spatio-temporal symmetry
Sr of the reversible RPO P is noncompact, for example, if P is a
modulated travelling wave, then the time-orbit of u0 ¥P is always a line.
L
In analogy to [34] we define the reversible index mr of a reversible RPO
as the least number such that
smr=d0 exp(mrz) for some z ¥ LZ(S), Adr z=−z, d0 ¥ D.
The reversible index may be infinity, e.g. if S=Z, Sr=D., D={id}. If S
is compact then mr equals the number m˜r of connected components of the
reversible Cartan subgroup Cr ıN(D)/D containing s. This can be seen as
follows: obviously m˜r |mr. On the other hand we know that sm˜r=exp(m˜rz˜)
with Ads z˜=z˜ and Adr z˜=−z˜ in N(D)/D. Then s m˜r=d0 exp(m˜rz)
for some d0 ¥ D and some representative z of z˜=z+LD. Choose a
Sr-invariant scalar-product on LN(D) and choose the representative z ¥
(LD) + 5 LN(D) ı LZ(D). Then (Ads z−z) ¥ (LD) + 5 LD, and therefore
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Ads z=z. Similarly, (Adr z+z) ¥ (LD) + 5 LD and henceforth Adr z=−z
and m˜r=mr.
We will see in Section 5.3.1 and Theorem 4.12 below that mr is finite if C
is an algebraic group. If mr is finite denote the group generated by D and
the element s˜=s exp(−z) by Smr, and let Smrr be the group generated by
Smr and r. We have
Smr/D 5 Zmr , S
mr
r /D 5Dmr , S
mr
r /S
mr 5 Dr/D 5 Z2. (4.3)
Assume that the relative period of the reversible RPO P is scaled to one.
In a frame moving with velocity z the reversible relative periodic orbit P is
foliated by periodic orbits of period mr as the following lemma shows:
Lemma 4.8. Assume that the reversible RPO P has finite index mr. Then
P=
Cr×S1
Smrr
, S1=R/mrZ.
Proof. Write c exp(−hz) Fh(u0)=(c, h) where c ¥ Cr, h ¥ R. One
readily verifies that
(cd−1, h)=(cs˜−1, h+1)=(cr−1, −h)
where s˜=s exp(−z). In particular (c, h+mr)=(cd0, h)=(c, h), with d0 ¥ D.
L
4.3. Bundle Structure near Reversible RPOs
In this section we describe the bundle structure in the neighborhood of a
reversible RPO. Before we state our main theorems we need to discuss
some preliminaries.
We let P be a reversible relative periodic solution of (2.1) with relative
period 1, and let r be a reversing symmetry fixing a point u0 ¥P (such a
reversing symmetry r and point u0 always exist, see Section 4.1). Let D … C
be the isotropy subgroup of u0, and F1(u0)=su0. We define again
Dr=OD, rP.
We now extend the definition of the twist morphism f of Section 2 to
Dr by
-d ¥ D f(dr)=s−1drs−1. (4.4)
Due to Lemma 4.6 we have f(dr) ¥ rD for all d ¥ D so that f maps Dr into
itself. Note that in general f is a morphism but not necessarily an auto-
morphism or homomorphism of Dr: one readily verifies that [20]
f(dr)=f(d) f(r), but f(rd)=f(r) f−1(d). (4.5)
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Definition 4.9. Let Dr act smoothly on a manifold X. We say that a
diffeomorphism F: XQX is twisted reversible equivariant if
Fd=f(d) F, Fdr=f(dr) F−1
for all d ¥ D.
Twisted (reversible) equivariant diffeomorphisms and the twist
morphism f were introduced in Lamb and Quispel [23] and referred to as
k-symmetric maps where k is least such that fk is the identity morphism on
Dr. In the study of RPOs linear twisted reversible equivariant maps play an
important role, see below.
When Cr is algebraic, there always exists a choice of s for which k
is finite, see Theorem 4.12 below and Section 5.3 for more details. As in
Section 2 we will let kV denote the effective order of f as acting on a
representation of Dr on V.
In describing the bundle structure we will mention a group Xr that is
related to the spatiotemporal symmetries of the RPO. We define
X=D z Z (4.6)
as the group which was factored out in the bundle structure near non-
reversible RPOs, see Section 2. We now write the elements of X as (d, i)
where d ¥ D and i ¥ Z. The group multiplication of the semidirect product
is defined via the twist morphism f
(0, i)(d, 0)(0, −i)=(f−i(d), 0), d ¥ D, i ¥ Z. (4.7)
We define Xr=(D z Z)r as index-2-extension of X by an element r such
that
r(d, i) r−1=(rd(f i(r))−1, −i), d ¥ D, i ¥ Z, (4.8)
and r2 ¥ D. Evidently,
Xl Xr, Xr/X 5 Z2, and Dl Xr, Xr/D 4D.. (4.9)
Before we state our main results on the bundle, we verify the existence of
a Dr-invariant section V that is locally transversal to P.
Lemma 4.10. Let P be a r-reversible relative periodic orbit through u0
with isotropy Dr. Then there exists a Dr-invariant complement V to Tu0P in
Tu0M.
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Proof. Because u0 ¥ Fix(Dr), we have rf(u0)=−f(u0). Therefore the
space Of(u0)P is Dr-invariant. Since rtu0=Adr tu0, t ¥ LC, we conclude
that LCu0 is Dr-invariant. So the tangent space Tu0P to the relative periodic
orbit in u0 is invariant under the group Dr.
Since u0 ¥ Fix(Dr) and Dr is compact we can assume w.l.o.g. that Dr acts
orthogonally on Tu0M. Then the space V=(Tu0P)
+ is a Dr-invariant
complement to Tu0P. L
We can now state our main results. First, we formulate our most general
result (replace k by kV if k is not finite):
Theorem 4.11. Let P be a reversible RPO as discussed above. Then a
neighborhood U of P is of the form
U —
Cr×V×R
Xr
.
Here V is a Dr-invariant section transversal to P. Let (c, v, h) be coordinates
on Cr×V×R. Then the quotient by Xr corresponds to the identifications
(c ¥ Cr, v ¥ V, h ¥ R)
(c, v, h)=(cr−1, rv, −h)=(cs−1, Qv, h+1)=(cd−1, dv, h) -d ¥ D.
(4.10)
The linear map Q−1 ¥ O(V) occurring in these identifications is twisted
reversible equivariant (with respect to the twist morphism f on Dr) and of
finite order 2k.
By definition (D z Z)l Xr and Xr/(D z Z) 5 Z2, so that indeed the
bundle structure here is a natural extension of the result obtained in [34].
The proofs of this theorem and the two following theorems can be found in
Section 5.
Now we consider the case that C is an algebraic group, i.e., defined by
algebraic equations. This assumption is often satisfied in applications:
examples include compact groups, Euclidean groups and the classical Lie
groups. In this case the bundle structure near a reversible relative periodic
orbit becomes periodic in a comoving frame.
Theorem 4.12. Let P be a reversible RPO as in Theorem 4.11, and
assume that C is algebraic. Then there exists a t ¥ LZ(S), satisfying
Adr t=−t, such that sn=exp(nt) for some n ¥N and an appropriate
choice of s in the coset sD. As a consequence, k and m are finite and there
exists a comoving frame (moving with velocity t) in which the neighborhood
U of P has the form
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U —
Cr×V×R/2nZ
X −r
.
Here XŒ=D z Z2n is defined by the group multiplication (4.7) where i ¥ Z2n
instead of i ¥ Z and X −r is defined as index-2-extension of XŒ with group mul-
tiplication (4.8) so that X −r satisfies Dl X −r and X −r/D 5D2n.
The quotient by X −r corresponds to the identifications (4.10) with s
replaced by sŒ=s exp(−t).
Analogously as for the group Xr we have (D z Z2n)l X −r and
X −r/(D z Z2n) 5 Z2.
Similarly as in the non-reversible case [34] we can obtain a 2mr-periodic
bundle if the reversible index mr of the reversible RPO is finite, i.e. if
smr=d0 exp(mrz) for some z ¥ LZ(S), Adr z=−z, d0 ¥ D. For the bundle
construction we need the group X˜r which is a cyclic extension of Dr of
order 2mr. The group X˜r is generated by D, r and some element R satisfying
R−1dR=f(d), R−1drR−1=f(dr) for d ¥ D, R2mr=d20.
Theorem 4.13. Let P be are reversible RPO of index mr and
write smr=d0 exp(mr z) where z ¥ LZ(S), Adr z=−z and d0 ¥ D. Form the
group X˜r as described above and denote s˜=s exp(−z). Then, there is a
neighborhood U of the RPO P such that, in a comoving frame, moving with
velocity z
U —
Cr×V×S1
X˜r
, S1=R/(2mrZ).
Here V is an orthogonal representation of the group X˜r. The action of X˜r on
Cr×V×S1 is given as
d · (c, v, h)=(cd−1, dv, h),
R · (c, v, h)=(cs˜−1, Rv, h+1),
r · (c, v, h)=(cr−1, rv, −h).
4.4. Differential Equations on the Bundle
In the following theorem we state the form of the differential equations
in the bundle coordinates on Cr×V×R. We will see that the analysis of the
bundle structure reduces the study of bifurcations from reversible RPOs to
the study of bifurcations from reversible discrete rotating waves in the slice
V×S1. Whereas the overall symmetry group C may be noncompact the
symmetry group of the slice which determines bifurcations is compact.
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Theorem 4.14. In terms of the bundle coordinates (c, v, h) ¥ Cr×V×R,
the differential equations on the lifted bundle have the form (2.9):
c˙=cfC(v, h), v˙=fV(v, h), h˙=fG(v, h).
They are r-reversible, i.e.,
fC(rv, −h)=−Adr fC(v, h), fV(rv, −h)=−rfV(v, h),
fG(rv, −h)=fG(v, h)
(4.11)
and (D z Z)-equivariant in the sense of (2.11), (2.12). Further fC(0, h)=0,
fV(0, h)=0, fG(0, h)=1.
If there exists a comoving frame t ¥ LZ(S) in which the bundle becomes
periodic as in Theorem 4.12, then (2.12) holds with s replaced by sŒ, and
fC(0, h)=t.
Proof. Due to reversibility, whenever u(t)=(c(t), v(t), h(t)) is a solu-
tion of (2.9), then also
ru(−t)=(rc(−t), v(−t), h(−t))=(rc(−t) r−1, rv(−t), −h(−t))
is a solution of (2.9). Here we used identification (4.10). In analogy to the
case of reversible relative equilibria, see Section 3, we obtain
d
d(−t)
(rv)=fV(rv, −h) Z −rfV(v, h)=fV(rv, −h)
and that
d
d(−t)
(rcr−1)=rcr−1fC(rv, −h) Z −Adr fC(v, h)=fC(rv, −h)
and finally, that
d
d(−t)
(−h)=fG(rv, −h) Z fG(v, h)=fG(rv, −h)
which yields the conditions (4.11). The equivariance conditions (2.11),
(2.12) are known from [34]. In Section 5.4 below we will show how the
vector fields fC, fV and fG are related to the vector field f from (2.1). L
Again, we may reparametrize time to set fG(v, h)=1. In particular,
whenever Cr is algebraic, we can proceed to a comoving frame in which the
relative periodic orbit is periodic, and the equations take the form of a
periodically driven reversible equivariant system on C×V.
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Since Q has finite order 2k (rsp. 2kV) we note that relative periodic solu-
tions correspond to reversible discrete rotating waves (periodic solutions
with discrete spatiotemporal symmetry) of the (v, h)-subsystem. Hence,
modulo drifts, the problem of bifurcation from reversible relative periodic
orbits reduces to the problem of bifurcation from reversible discrete rotat-
ing waves. More precisely, reversible RPOs become fixed points of the
twisted reversible equivariant diffeomorphism F: VQ V defined as
F=Q−1g (1) where g (1) is the time-one map of the nonautonomous
v-equation in (2.9).
There is no general bifurcation theory available yet for reversible discrete
rotating waves, although it is clear that the techniques of [21] for discrete
rotating waves in equivariant systems extend to the context of reversible
equivariant systems: By employing Birkhoff normal form techniques [19]
the problem of bifurcation from discrete rotating waves may be reduced to
a problem of fixed point bifurcation of a (D z Z2k)-equivariant and
r-reversible diffeomorphism (up to higher order terms), see, e.g., [20] for
some examples.
As mentioned before, a general local steady-state bifurcation theory for
reversible equivariant systems is being developed in [5]; for the linear
theory, see [16, 25].
5. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
In this section we prove our main Theorems 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 on the
bundle structure near a reversible relative periodic solution.
First, in Section 5.1, we briefly review the bundle construction of [28,
34] and sketch what modifications need to be made in the reversible case.
Section 5.2 deals with decompositions of twisted reversible equivariant
linear maps which occur as linearizations of relative periodic solutions. In
Section 5.3 we show that the order of the twist morphism f is finite for
appropriate choices of s in the coset of sD if C is algebraic. Moreover we
show that for any twisted reversible equivariant linear map L ¥Mat(V)
there is some kV and d0 ¥ D such that (d0L)kV is equivariant and reversible.
Finally, in Section 5.4 we prove Theorems 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 and discuss
the relationship between the equations (2.9) in bundle coordinates and the
original vector field (2.1) in more detail.
5.1. The Bundle Construction of [28, 34]
Let P be a relative periodic orbit of (2.1) of relative period 1. Fixing
u0 ¥P there is a s ¥ C such that s−1F1(u0)=u0. We let D … C denote the
isotropy of u0 and S … C denote the group generated by s and D. As
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mentioned in Section 2, in [28, 34] it is shown that a neighborhood U of P
can be parametrized as (2.6) with identifications (2.7).
To prove this result, in [28] a family of cross-sections Vh around the
relative periodic solution is constructed and the linearized flow (DFh)u0 is
used to define coordinates on Vh. First, write
TFh(u0)M=TFh(u0)P À Vh, (5.1)
where V0=V and the cross-sections Vh are D-invariant and depend
smoothly on h. Let Ph: TFh(u0)MQ Vh denote the associated family of
D-equivariant projections. The spaces Vh are chosen such that the linearized
flow (DFh)u0 restricts to a D-equivariant map Ph(DFh)u0 : VQ Vh and that
Ph+1=sPhs−1. (5.2)
The neighborhood U of the relative periodic solution is parametrized by
the submersion y: UQ C×V×R where
u=y(c, v, h)=ck(Fh(u0), PhDFh(u0) Jhv). (5.3)
Here k(u, w) ¥M, u ¥M, w ¥ TuM, is a local smooth C-equivariant chart
forM near u and Jh ¥GL(V) is a D-equivariant homotopy such that
J0=id, P0s−1DF1(u0) Jh+1=JhQ−1 (5.4)
and Q−1 ¥ O(V) is an orthogonal twisted equivariant matrix of finite order
2kV (rsp. 2k if k is finite, e.g. in the case of algebraic groups C). Using the
parameterization (5.3) one verifies the identifications (2.7).
In the following two Sections we show how to adapt this approach to
reversible systems.
5.2. Twisted Reversible Equivariant Linear Maps
In this Section we show that twisted reversible equivariant linear maps
can be decomposed into a product of two commuting matrices one of them
being reversibly and equivariantly homotopic to identity and the other one
being orthogonal and of twice the order k of the twist morphism f. We
need this result to find reversible homotopies Jh which are used later in
defining the parametrization of a neighborhood of a reversible RPO,
cf. (5.3), (5.4).
Lemma 5.1. Let Dr be a compact Lie group acting orthogonally on some
finite-dimensional vector space V and suppose that f is a morphism of finite
order k, such that f|D ¥ Aut(D) and for all d ¥ D f(dr)=f(d) f(r) and
f(rd)=f(r) f−1(d). Let L: VQ V be a twisted reversible equivariant
nonsingular linear map. Then there exists a twisted reversible equivariant
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orthogonal map A: VQ V such that A2k=I and A−1L is homotopic to the
identity with a homotopy Jh=exp(hg) which is D-equivariant, commutes with
A and L and is reversible
rJhr−1=J
−1
h =J−h.
Proof. We decompose L=LsLn where Ls is the semisimple part of
L, Ln is unipotent and [Ls, Ln]=0. As shown in [19, Lemma 2.2] the
map Ls is twisted reversible equivariant as L. Therefore the matrix Ln is
D-equivariant and r-reversible. Note that Ln− id is nilpotent. Therefore
ln(Ln) is a polynomial in Ln− id and consequently D-equivariant. Moreover
r ln(Ln) r−1=r C
i
(−1) i
i!
(Ln− id) i r−1=C
i
(−1) i
i!
(L−1n − id)
i
=ln(L−1n )=−ln(Ln).
Therefore the unipotent part Ln of L is D-equivariantly and reversibly
homotopic to id and the homotopy e ln(Ln) h commutes with L and Ls. From
now on we can assume without loss of generality that L is semisimple.
The map Lk is equivariant in the usual sense. Let m denote an eigenvalue
of Lk and denote the corresponding eigenspace by Em. Note that Em is
D-invariant and is also invariant under L. However, Em is not necessarily
invariant under r: If m is an eigenvector of Lk with eigenvector vm then
m−1 is also an eigenvalue of Lk, with eigenvector vm −1=rvm. Hence a
Dr-invariant subspace for r is given by Eˆm=Em+Em −1. To prove the
lemma, it is sufficient to restrict to Eˆm, or, if m ¥ C, to Eˆm+Eˆm¯.
If m ¥ R+ then let l be the positive real kth root of m and define
g|Em :=ln(l), g|Em−1 :=− ln(l).
Then Jh=egh defines a D-equivariant reversible homotopy commuting with
L such that J0=id and Jk=Lk.
If Lk has an eigenvalue m ¥ R−, then we homotopy Lk|Eˆm to − id|Eˆm using
the matrix g defined above.
If the eigenvalue m ¥ C0R of Lk lies on the unit circle then again we
choose a kth root l of m and define
g|Em=i arg(l), g|Em¯=−i arg(l)
and obtain a real-valued reversible homotopy egh between id and Lk on the
real subspace corresponding to Eˆm.
If the eigenvalue m ¥ C0R of Lk has module different from 1 then we get
a quadruple of eigenvalues
{m, m¯, m−1, m¯−1}.
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Again we choose a kth root l of m and define the homotopy Jh=egh where
g|Em=ln(|l|)+i ln(arg(l)), g|Em−1=−ln(|l|)− i ln(arg(l))
and the complex conjugated equations hold on Em¯, Em¯ −1. Again the matrix
g anticommutes with r and is D-equivariant.
In all cases we obtain a reversible D-equivariant path Jh with
rJhr−1=J−h=J
−1
h , dJh=Jhd, d ¥ D, h ¥ R
which is smooth in h, commutes with L and satisfies
J0=id, Jh+1=A−1LJh, A2k=id.
The matrix A is orthogonal, twisted reversible equivariant and commutes
with Jh and L. L
Remark 5.2. The order of A in the above proof is not optimally chosen
concerning orientability issues. In fact it is often possible to choose A of
order k even if Lk has eigenvalues in R−. Whether or not this is possible
depends on the type of representation of Xr on V.
5.3. Finiteness of k and kV
In this subsection we study the order of the twist morphism f: Dr Q Dr
and the corresponding twisted reversible equivariant matrices L defined on
some Dr-invariant finite-dimensional vector space V. Remember that the
morphism f is defined by some s ¥N(D) with rsr−1s ¥ D. As before, D is a
compact subgroup of C with r2 ¥ D and Dr is the index-2-extension of D by
r. In Section 5.3.1 we show that the order k of the twist morphism f is
finite for an appropriate choice of s in the coset of sD if the overall sym-
metry group C is algebraic. In Section 5.3.2 we show that there is always
a kV ¥N and a d0 ¥ D such that (d0L)kV is reversible and D-equivariant
for any twisted reversible equivariant matrix L ¥GL(V) even if C is not
algebraic.
We will need these results in Section 5.4 below to prove that the matrix
Q occurring in the identification (4.10) can always be chosen to have finite
order 2k or 2kV.
5.3.1. Algebraic groups. We now assume that C is an algebraic group.
Compact and Euclidean groups are algebraic groups whereas C=Z is an
example of a non-algebraic group.
Lemma 5.3. Let C be an algebraic group, let D ı C be compact with
r2 ¥ D and assume that s ¥N(D) satisfies srsr−1 ¥ D. Further let S be the
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group generated by s and D. Then there is some n ¥ Z and some choice of
s in the coset sD such that sn=ent where t ¥ LZ(S) and Adr t=−t. In
particular, the morphism f of Dr defined by s has finite order k.
Proof. Let
C=c(Z(s)) 5N(D),
where c(G) … G denotes the center of the group G. We have s ¥ C. The
group C is Abelian and so the set
C−={c ¥ C | crcr−1 ¥ D}
is a group: let c1, c2 ¥ C−. Then there are d1, d2 ¥ D such that
ci=dirc
−1
i r
−1, i=1, 2.
Therefore
c1c2=d1rc
−1
1 r
−1d2rc
−1
2 r
−1=d1rc
−1
1 d˜2c
−1
2 r
−1=d1 dˆ2r(c1c2)−1 r−1,
where d˜2, dˆ2 ¥ D. Here we used that r and c1 are normal in D and that C− is
Abelian.
The group C− is algebraic and s ¥ C−. Hence by [14] there is some
n ¥N and some g ¥ LC− such that sn=eng.
Now we first treat the case that S is compact. Then Sr is compact. So
we can choose a Sr-invariant scalar-product on LC. As in [34, Lemmata
6.1, 6.2] we decompose orthogonally
g=t+q,
where q ¥ LD and t ¥ (LD) + . As shown in [34, Lemmata 6.1, 6.2] we have
t ¥ LZ(S). The argument there is as follows: since the scalar product on
LC is S-invariant we know that Adc t−t ¥ (LD) + for c ¥ S. Further
Adc t−t=Adc(g−q)−(g−q) ¥ LD for c ¥ S since s ¥N(D) and g ¥
LN(D) 5 LZ(s). Consequently Adc t−t ¥ LD 5 (LD) +={0}. In particu-
lar letting s=id so that S=D the above argument shows that for any
compact group D and any D-invariant scalar-product on LC the relation
LN(D) 5 (LD) + ı LZ(D) holds; cf. [11].
With a similar argument we can show that Adr t=−t: Since the scalar
product on LC is r-invariant we conclude that Adr t+t ¥ (LD) + . Further,
since g ¥ LC− we have Adr g+g ¥ LD. Therefore Adr t=Adr(g−q) ¥ −t
+LD and consequently Adr t+t=0. Changing s to s exp(−q) we see that
k <..
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If S is non-compact then the relative periodic orbit has to be a
modulated travelling wave. We proceed as in Lemma 6.2 of [34]: We
choose a Dr-invariant scalar-product ( · , · ) on LC. We decompose g=t˜+q˜
orthogonally with respect to this scalar product, i.e., t˜ ¥ LN(D) 5 (LD) + ı
LZ(D), q˜ ¥ LD.
Now we define a new scalar product on X :=Rg+LD=Rt˜ À LD as
Ou, vP=C
n−1
i=0
(Adsi u, Adsi v), u, v ¥X.
Since s ¥N(D) this new scalar product is D-invariant. Since t˜ ¥ LZ(D) we
have Adsn=Adexp(nq˜) on LD and Adsn t˜=Adexp(nq˜) exp(nt˜) t˜=Adexp(nq˜) t˜=t˜.
Therefore (Adsn u, Adsn v)=(u, v) for u, v ¥X and the new scalar product
O · , ·P is s-invariant. Finally ( · , · ) is Dr-invariant and sr=f−1(r) s−1 ¥ Drs−1.
Therefore
OAdr u,Adr vP=C
n−1
i=0
(Adsi Adr u,Adsi Adr v)
=C
n−1
i=0
(Adf−i(r) Ads−i u,Adf−i(r) Ads−i v)
=C
n−1
i=0
(Ads−i u,Ads−i v)
=Ou, vP.
Now we decompose g=t+q with respect to this new Sr-invariant scalar
product on X. Proceeding as in the case of compact spatio-temporal symmetry
Sr we see that again Adr t=−t. Changing s to s exp(−q) we achieve that k
becomes finite. L
If the spatiotemporal symmetry group S is algebraic then we can define
C :=S and the above lemma applies. This means that in particular for discrete
rotating waves and modulated rotating waves the order of the automorphism f
is always finite for appropriate choices of s.
5.3.2. Non-algebraic groups. In the case of discrete travelling waves k may
be . for any choice of s in the coset sD, see [34, Example 6.6]. Let V be a
finite-dimensional representation of Dr and let L: VQV be a Dr twisted
reversible equivariant matrix wrt. the twist morphism induced by s. In [34],
for the twisted equivariant case, we proved that there is still a finite kV such
that (d0L)kV is D-equivariant for an appropriate d0 ¥ D. Similarly in the twisted
reversible equivariant case there is some finite kV and some d0 ¥ D such that
(d0L)kV is D-equivariant and r-reversible as we will now show. This means that
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the effective order kV of the twist morphism induced by sd
−1
0 on V is finite. We
will apply this to the linearization along reversible relative periodic orbits of
non-algebraic group actions in Section 5.4 below.
First we prove that it suffices to treat the case that L is orthogonal.
Proposition 5.4. Assume that the compact group Dr acts orthogonally on
the finite-dimensional vector space V. Suppose that L: VQV is a twisted
reversible equivariant nonsingular linear map. Then there exists a twisted reversible
equivariant orthogonal map A: VQV such that A−1L is D-equivariant and
(rA)-reversible.
Proof. By polar decomposition, we can write L uniquely as L=AB
where A is orthogonal and B is symmetric and positive definite. One easily
computes, see [34, Proposition 1.1], that B is equivariant and A is twisted
equivariant.
Recall that B is defined as the unique symmetric positive definite square
root of B2=LTL. We show that B satisfies (rA) B=B−1(rA). Using
orthogonality of the Dr-action on V, we find
B2(rA)=LTLrA=LTf(r) L−1A=((f(r))−1 L)T L−1A=(L−1r−1)T L−1A
=r(L−1)T L−1A=r(A−1)T (B−1)T B−1A−1A=rAB−2.
Thus, the positive definite matrix BŒ=(rA)−1 B(rA) satisfies
(BŒ)2=(rA)−1 LTL(rA)=B−2.
Since B is the unique positive definite square root of LTL, it follows that
B−1=BŒ=(rA)−1 B(rA). The matrix A is twisted reversible equivariant.
Namely,
Ar=LB−1r=LB−1rAA−1=LrABA−1=f(r) L−1LA−1=f(r) A−1. L
Now consider the subgroup G of O(V) generated by the representation
DV of D on V and the orthogonal, twisted reversible equivariant matrix A.
The group DV is normal in G. Let Gr denote the index two extension of G
by the orthogonal representation rV of r on V and let fV be the morphism
of DV defined by fV(d)=AdA−1, d ¥ DV, and fV(drV)=AdrVA. Since G is
compact and therefore algebraic we can apply Lemma 5.3 and conclude
that there is some d0 ¥ D and some kV ¥N such that (d0A)kV is D-equiva-
riant and r-reversible. Changing A to Anew=d0A we see that now A
kV
new is
D-equivariant and r-reversible. Since Anew and Lnew=d0L define the same
morphism fV of DV by Proposition 5.4 we conclude that also L
kV
new is
D-equivariant and reversible. We summarize this result in the following
lemma.
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Lemma 5.5. Suppose that L: VQ V is a twisted reversible equivariant
nonsingular linear map. Then there exists a finite number kV ¥N and some
d0 ¥ D such that (d0L)kV is reversible and D-equivariant.
5.4. Parametrization and Equations on the Slice
In this section we come towards the proofs of Theorems 4.11, 4.12, 4.13.
Let P be a reversible relative periodic solution with minimal relative period
one. Choose some u0 ¥P. As we saw in Section 4.1 we may assume without
loss of generality that u0 ¥ Fix(r). We have F1(u0)=su0 for some s ¥ C
and Ft(u0) ¨ Cu0 for 0 < t < 1. Let D and S denote the spatial and spatio-
temporal symmetry groups of P in C. Remember that the isotropy
subgroup D … C is compact and that S is the closed subgroup of C gener-
ated by D and s.
Since F1 is r-reversible and D-equivariant, i.e., F1r=rF−1 and
dF1=F1d for all d ¥ D, it follows that the diffeomorphism s−1F1 is twisted
reversible equivariant: we obtain [20]
(s−1F1) dr=s−1drs−1sF−1=f(dr) sF−1=f(dr) F
−1
1 s, (5.5)
where f is the twist morphism as defined before. Accordingly, the
linearization s−1DF1 is also twisted reversible equivariant.
In [28], it was first shown how the flow in a neighborhood U of the
relative periodic solution P can be written as a skew product flow on a
space of the form C×V×R, and we shortly described this approach in
Section 2 and Section 5.1. We will use the parametrization (5.3) from [28],
but need to take reversibility into account. First of all we choose V as a
Dr-invariant cross-section to P. In the following lemma we show how the
projections a Ph and the homotopy Jh mentioned in Section 5.1 can be
chosen to be r-reversible.
Lemma 5.6. Let L=P0s−1(DF1)u0 : VQ V.
(a) There is an orthogonal twisted reversible equivariant map A: VQ V
of finite order 2kV and a smooth family of D-equivariant nonsingular linear
maps Jh: VQ V, h ¥ R commuting with A, such that
J0=I, rJhr−1=J−h=J
−1
h , LJh+1=JhA, h ¥ R. (5.6)
(b) The D-equivariant projections Ph can be chosen so that
Phr=rP−h, Ph+1s=sPh, h ¥ R.
Proof. Let O , P be a Dr-invariant inner product on Tu0M and define P0 to
be the orthogonal projection ontoV such thatTu0P=(id−P0) Tu0M and that
P0 is Dr-equivariant. Since s−1(DF1)u0 is twisted reversible equivariant as we
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saw above and s−1(DF1)u0 maps Tu0P into itself also L=P0s
−1(DF1)u0
¥GL(V) is twisted reversible equivariant, i.e., Ld=f(d) L and Ldr=
f(dr) L−1 for all d ¥ D, where f is the twist morphism on Dr. By Lemma
5.5 there is some kV ¥N and some s ¥ sD such that LkV is D-equivariant
and reversible. Now we can apply Lemma 5.1 from Section 5.2 with f
replaced by fV and conclude that there is some orthogonal twisted reversible
matrix A of order 2kV such that A−1L is homotopic to identity by a
D-equivariant reversible homotopy Jh which commutes with A.
Next, we prove part (b). We repeat the argument above, but applied to
the twisted equivariant map L2=s−1(DF1)u0 : Tu0MQ Tu0M to obtain an
orthogonal map A2 : Tu0MQ Tu0M and a smooth family of D-equivariant
nonsingular linear maps J2h: Tu0MQ Tu0M such that
J20=I, rJ2h=J2−hr, L2J2h+1=J2hA2 , h ¥ R.
Let O , Ph be the D-invariant inner product on TFh(u0)M defined by
Ov, wPh=OJ2
−1
h (DFh)
−1
u0 v, J2
−1
h (DFh)
−1
u0 wP, v, w ¥ TFh(u0)M.
Following [34], Vh is defined to be the orthogonal complement to TFh(u0)P
in TFh(u0)M with respect to the inner product O , Ph. We let Ph: TFh(u0)M
Q Vh be the orthogonal projection with respect to this inner product. One
easily computes, see [34], that Ov, wPh+1=Os−1v, s−1wPh. Therefore we see
that indeed Ph+1s=sPh as required. It remains to be shown that also
Phr=rP−h. We compute that
(DF−h)u0=D(r
−1Fhr)u0=r
−1(DFh)ru0 r=r
−1(DFh)u0 r. (5.7)
Here we used that ru0=u0. Hence
J2−1−h(DF−h)
−1
u0 =J2
−1
−hr
−1(DFh)
−1
u0 r=r
−1J2−1h (DFh)
−1
u0 r.
Using the orthogonality of r on Tu0M, it follows that
Ov, wP−h=OJ2
−1
−h(DF−h)
−1
u0 v, J2
−1
−h(DF−h)
−1
u0 wP
=Or−1J2−1h (DFh)
−1
u0 rv, r
−1J2−1h (DFh)
−1
u0 rwP
=OJ2−1h (DFh)
−1
u0 rv, J2
−1
h (DFh)
−1
u0 rwP
=Orv, rwPh.
Since Ph: TFh(u0)MQ Vh is the orthogonal projection with respect to the
inner product O , Ph we see that Phr=rP−h as required. L
Now, consider the C-equivariant submersion y: Cr×V×RQM defined
by
y(c, v, h)=ck(Fh(u0) , Ph(DFh)u0 Jhv). (5.8)
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Here k(u, w) ¥M, u ¥M, w ¥ TuM, is a local smooth Cr-equivariant chart
for M near u. It follows from D-equivariance of Ph, (DFh)u0 and Jh, and
D-invariance of the points Fh(u0) ¥P, that y(cd, v, h)=y(c, dv, h) for all
d ¥ D. Also as in [34] we compute that
y(c, v, h+1)=y(cs, Q−1v, h), (5.9)
where Q=A−1. In the presence of reversibility, we moreover have
y(c, v, −h)=ck(F−h(u0), P−h(DF−h)u0 J−hv)
=ck(r−1Fh(u0), r−1Phr(DF−h)u0 J−hv)
=ck(r−1Fh(u0), r−1Ph(DFh)u0 Jhrv)
=y(cr−1, rv, h).
Here we used the relations
rFh(u0)=F−h(u0), DFh(u0)=rDF−h(u0) r−1.
This proves Theorem 4.11.
Proof of Theorem 4.12. If C is algebraic then we can simplify the
bundle structure by passing to a convenient comoving frame. Due to
Lemma 5.3 we can write sn=exp(nt) where t ¥ LZ(S) and Adr t=−t.
Let sŒ=exp(−t) s, so that sŒ has order n. We define the new submersion
ynew(c, v, h)=y(c exp(−ht), v, h). (5.10)
Note that ynew remains C-equivariant, since C acts on the left. Since
y(cd, v, h)=y(c, dv, h) for all d ¥ D, and t ¥ LZ(D), it is immediate that
ynew(cd, v, h)=ynew(c, dv, h) for all d ¥ D. Similarly, see [34], we compute
that
ynew(c, v, h+1)=y(c exp(−t) exp(−ht), v, h+1)
=y(c exp(−t) exp(−ht) s, Q−1v, h)
=y(csŒ exp(−ht), Q−1v, h)
=ynew(csŒ, Q−1v, h).
Now we need to check the reversibility condition in (4.10). We get
ynew(cr−1, rv, −h)=y(cr−1 exp(−ht), rv, −h)
=y(c exp(ht) r−1, rv, −h)
=y(c exp(ht), v, h)=ynew(c, v, h).
(5.11)
Here we used that Adr t=−t.
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Since sŒ has order n and Q2n=id, it follows that ynew(c, v, h+2n)=
ynew(c, v, h). Hence ynew induces a C-equivariant and (D z Z2n)-equivariant
submersion
ynew: Cr×V×S1QM, S1=R/2nZ,
onto a uniform neighborhood U of the reversible RPO P which respects
reversibility in the sense of (5.11). This proves Theorem 4.12.
Proof of Theorem 4.13. Now let P be a reversible RPO with finite
reversible index mr. Write smr=d0 exp(mrz) where z ¥ LZ(S), Adr z=−z
and d0 ¥ D and let s˜=s exp(−z). The matrix d−10 Qmr with Q as before is
D-equivariant and r-reversible. Moreover, since Ads d0=d0 also Qd0Q−1
=d0. Let G ¥ O(V) be the compact group generated by Q and the repre-
sentation DV of D on V. Since Q−1 is twisted reversible equivariant
rQr−1 ¥ Q−1DV … G and therefore Gr=OG, rVP is an index-2-extension of
G (here rV is the representation of r on V). We saw in Lemma 5.1 that the
square of a G-equivariant and r-reversible matrix is G-equivariantly and
r-reversibly homotopic to identity by a homotopy Jh=exp(gh). This
implies that (d−10 Q
mr)2=exp(−2mr g) where g ¥ so(V) is D-equivariant,
commutes with Q and satisfies rVgr
−1
V =−g. Set R=Q exp(g) ¥ O(V) and
define similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.12
y˜(c, v, h)=y(c exp(−hz), exp(−hg) v, h). (5.12)
One easily verifies (see [34]) that
y˜(cs˜−1, Rv, h+1)=y˜(cd−1, dv, h)=y˜(c, v, h), d ¥ D.
Since Adr g=−g and Adr z=−z we moreover see that
y˜(cr−1, rv, −h)=y˜(c, v, h). (5.13)
Since s˜mr=d0 and R2mr=d
2
0 it follows that
y˜(c, v, h+2mr)=y˜(cd
2
0, d
−2
0 v, h)=y˜(c, v, h)
so that the bundle is indeed 2mr-periodic in h. Hence y˜ induces a C-equiva-
riant diffeomorphism y˜: (Cr×V×S1)/X˜r 5 U where S1=R/(2mrZ), X˜r is
as in the theorem and U is a uniform neighborhood of the reversible RPO.
This proves the theorem.
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Appendix on the Proof of Theorem 4.14. The differential equations (2.9)
are defined by the equation
Dy(c, v, h)(cfC(v, h), fV(v, h), fG(v, h))=f(y(c, v, h)).
If D is continuous then Dy has a kernel due to the identification (2.11).
Therefore fC is only determined within fC+LD. In the following we will
show how to choose fC within fC+LD in such a way that fC(v, h) is
smooth in v, h and that the equivariance and reversibility conditions (2.11),
(2.12), and (4.11) are satisfied. We choose fC(v, h) ¥ mh where mh … LC is a
complement to LD which is invariant under the adjoint action of Dr on LC.
More precisely we set mh=exp(gh) m0 where g ¥Mat(LC) is defined as
follows.
We first deal with the setting of Theorem 4.11. We apply Lemma 5.5 on
the space X=LC×V and the twisted reversible equivariant matrix
L=RAd−1s 0
0 P0s−1 DF1(u0)
S
and conclude that there is some finite kX such that LkX is D-equivariant and
r-reversible for an appropriate choice of s ¥ sD (this may enlarge the original
kV a bit). Applying Lemma 5.1 on the space LC we see that there is some
twisted reversible equivariant matrix A of finite order 2kX and a reversible
D-equivariant homotopy exp(gh) commuting with A such that Ad−1s =
A exp(−g). We choose an inner product on LC which is invariant under
the compactmatrix groupgeneratedbyA ¥Mat(LC),Add ¥Mat(LC),d ¥ D,
and Adr ¥Mat(LC) and choose m0 as orthogonal complement to LD with
respect to this scalar product on LC. Since mh=exp(gh) m0 we get
mh+1=Ads mh so that fC(v, h) is smooth in v, h and so that the equi-
variance and reversibility conditions (2.11), (2.12) and (4.11) for the equa-
tions on the group make sense.
In the case of Theorems 4.12 and 4.13 we set mh — m :=(LD) + … LC
where in the setting of algebraic groups (Theorem 4.12) the scalar product
on LC is chosen to be invariant under the compact group generated by Dr
and sŒ and in the setting of Theorem 4.13 it is chosen to be Smrr -invariant.
6. MAXIMAL REVERSIBLE TORI AND REVERSIBLE
CARTAN SUBGROUPS
In this section we prove results on maximal reversible tori and reversible
Cartan subgroups. These results are used in Sections 3 and 4.2 to study the
drift of reversible relative equilibria and reversible relative periodic orbits.
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For an account on maximal tori and Cartan subgroups see, e.g., [4, 6, 15,
33]. We will extend the techniques used in these references to treat revers-
ible maximal tori and reversible Cartan subgroups in this section. Most
results are restricted to either compact or Euclidean groups as these are the
most relevant groups showing up in applications.
6.1. Maximal Reversible Tori of Compact Groups
This section deals with the proof of the following result:
Theorem 6.1. Let Cr be a finite-dimensional compact Lie group such
that Cr=C 2 rC where C is a normal connected subgroup of Cr and r ¥ Cr
has order 2. Then
(a) all maximal reversible tori Tr are conjugated by elements in
(Z(r))0;
(b) almost every reversible t ¥ LC generates a maximal reversible torus.
This theorem can be applied to study generic drifts of reversible relative
equilibria of compact symmetry groups C with isotropy D by defining
C :=N(D)/D; see Section 3. Of course, the theorem applies to non-con-
nected groups C as well since tori are subgroups of C0 anyway.
We know that Adr is an involution on LC=g. So we can decompose
g=g+À g− where Adr acts trivially on g+=LZ(r) and Adr acts as − id
on g−. Before we prove the theorem we give an example.
Example 6.2. Let C=SO(3) and let r=o3 be a reflection along the
(x1, x2)-plane. Let ti, i=1, 2, 3, denote the generators of the rotations
around the xi-axis. Then g−=span(t1, t2) and g+=span(t3). In this case
maximal tori are copies of SO(2), some of the maximal tori of SO(3) are
reversible, namely those generated by elements t ¥ span(t1, t2), the
maximal torus generated by t3 lies in Z(r), and all other maximal tori are
neither reversible nor commute with r.
For t ¥ LC let T(t)={e tt; t ¥ R}. For the proof of Theorem 6.1 we need
the following lemma:
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g,
let t ¥ g with T(t) compact and let z=LZ(t) be the Lie algebra of the cen-
tralizer of t. Then the map F: z× z + Q g, defined as
F(q, g)=Adexp(g)(q+t), q ¥ z, g ¥ z +
is locally bijective near (q, g)=0. Here we choose the inner product on g to
be T(t)-invariant.
Proof. The derivative of F at q=0, g=0 is given by
DqF(0, 0)=id|z, DgF(0, 0)=[· , t]|z + .
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The kernel of the map [ · , t] is z. Since [·, t] is a skew-symmetric matrix
the image of [·, t] is z + and so DF(0, 0) is bijective. By the implicit func-
tion theorem, F is locally bijective near 0. L
Proof of Theorem 6.1. (a) Let S=Ad(Z(r))0 LTr where Tr is a
maximal reversible torus. We will show that S is closed and S0{0} is open
in g− and deduce from that that S=g−.
Let (Adcn qn)n ¥N, where qn ¥ LT
r, cn ¥ (Z(r))0, be a sequence converging
to t ¥ g−. Since C is compact there is some subsequence (nj)j ¥N such that
cnj converges to c ¥ (Z(r))
0 as jQ.. Consequently qnj converges to some
q ¥ LTr. Therefore t=Adc q and S is closed in g−.
To prove openness of S0{0} we assume that the identity component
(c(C))0 of the center c(C) ofC is trivial. If this is not the case then we choose
some Cr-invariant complement gˆ to the Cr-invariant Lie algebra Lc(C) of
c(C) in g and denote the group generated by gˆ as Cˆ; then Cˆ is semisimple.
Taking any maximal reversible torus Tr of C define Tˆ− :=Tr 5 Cˆ and
T− :=Tr 5 c(C). Then T− is the unique maximal reversible torus of c(C)
and Tˆ− is a maximal reversible torus of Cˆ. Therefore we are only left with
proving the conjugacy statement for the semisimple group Cˆ, so we can
assume wlog. that C is semisimple. To prove openness of S0{0} we
proceed by induction over dim(C). For n=1 the statement of Theorem
6.1(a) is clear. Assume the statement of Theorem 6.1 a) is proved for all
groups K of dimension dim(K) < dim(C) satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 6.1.
Let t0 ¥ S, ie, t0=Adc0 q0 for some q0 ¥ LT
r, c0 ¥ (Z(r))0. Choose an
Adr-invariant scalar product on g. Every t % t0 can be written as
t=Adexp(g)(t0+q), q ¥ z=LZ(t0), g ¥ z +
by Lemma 6.3 and this decomposition is locally unique. Let t ¥ g−. Then
also
t=Adexp(Adr g)(t0−Adr q)
and since z and z + are invariant under conjugation by r we conclude that
Adr q ¥ z, Adr g ¥ z + and that by local uniqueness Adr q=−q, Adr g=g.
Note that Adc0 LT
r ı LZ(t0) 5 g− and if t0 generates a maximal reversible
torus then Adc0 LT
r=LZ(t0) 5 g−. In the latter case it is immediate that a
small ball around t0 in g− still belongs to S. If t0 ] 0 then, since we assume
that C is semisimple, LZ(t0) ] g. As (Z(t0))0 is invariant under conjuga-
tion by r and has smaller dimension than C we can apply our induction
hypothesis on the group (Z(t0))
0
r to conclude that t0+q ¥ (LZ(t0))− is
conjugate to some element in the Lie algebra of the maximal reversible
torus c0Trc
−1
0 of Z(t0) by some c ¥ Z(t0) 5 Z(r), and altogether that
t ¥ Adexp(g) cc0 LT
r … S. This proves that S0{0} is open in g−.
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Finally the set g−0{0} is connected unless dim(g−)=1. In the first case
we conclude that g−0{0} … S and hence that g−=S. In the latter case the
theorem holds anyway.
(b) Let Tr be a maximal reversible torus of C. We saw in the proof
of part (a) that Y: Z(r)/(Z(Tr) 5 Z(r))×LTrQ g−, Y(g, q)=Adg q, is
surjective and that dim(g−)=dim(Tr)+dim(Z(r)/(Z(Tr) 5 Z(r)). Since
this reduces integration in g− to integration over Z(r)/(Z(Tr) 5 Z(r)) and
integration over LTr and clearly almost every element q of LTr generates
Tr we conclude that almost every reversible t generates a maximal revers-
ible torus. L
6.2. Reversible Cartan Subgroups of Compact Groups
In this section we prove similar statements as in Section 6.1 for reversible
Cartan subgroups. Let C−={c ¥ C | rcr=c−1} denote the reversible ele-
ments of C and let C−s0 be the connected component of C
− containing
s0 ¥ C−. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 6.4. Let Cr be a compact finite-dimensional Lie group, let C be
a normal subgroup of Cr and let r ¥ Cr be an involution such that
Cr=C 2 rC as before.
(a) Let Cr be a reversible Cartan subgroup generated by some revers-
ible s0 ¥ C. Then each reversible s which is in the same connected component
C−s0 of C
− as s0 lies in a reversible Cartan subgroup which is conjugated to
Cr by some element in (Z(r))0.
(b) Almost every reversible s ¥ C generates a reversible Cartan
subgroup.
This theorem can be applied to study generic drifts of reversible relative
periodic orbits with isotropy D by defining C=N(D)/D, cf. Section 4.2,
provided that C is compact.
The following example shows that even if C is connected C− need not be
connected so that two reversible elements s, sˆ lying in conjugated Cartan
subgroups may not lie in conjugated reversible Cartan subgroups.
Example 6.5. Consider Example 6.2 again, i.e., let C=SO(3) and let
r=o3 be a reflection along the (x1, x2)-plane. Let ti, i=1, 2, 3, denote the
generators of the rotations around the xi-axis. Then g−=span(t1, t2) and
g+=span(t3). The set C− contains rotations about vectors t ¥ g−, and a
rotation by p about the x3-axis which we denote by s:
s=R −1−1
1
S .
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The element s lies in C0=C=SO(3), but it is isolated within the set C−:
this follows from the fact that cs ¥ C− for c ¥ C means that r(cs) r
=(cs)−1 which is equivalent to c=c−1 because s=−r. The reversible
element sˆ=id lies in the reversible Cartan subgroup Cˆr=Tr ’ S1 and the
Cartan subgroups C rsp. Cˆ containing s rsp. sˆ are conjugated copies of S1.
But since C ı Z(r) the element s lies in the reversible Cartan subgroup
Cr ’ Z2 which is not conjugated to Cˆr ’ S1.
For s ¥ C let C(s) denote the group generated by s. To prove Theorem
6.4 we employ the following lemma:
Lemma 6.6. Let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group and let s0 ¥ G with
C(s0) compact. Choose a C(s0)-invariant inner product on g. Then the map
F: z× z + Q G where z=LZ(s0), defined as
F(q, g)=exp(Ad−1s0 g) exp(q) exp(−g)
is locally bijective from a neighborhood of 0 in z× z + to a neighborhood of id
in G.
Proof. We have
DF(0)=(id|z, (Ad
−1
s0
− id)|z + ).
Since Im(Ad−1s0 − id)=z
+ the matrix DF(0) is bijective, and therefore, by
the implicit function theorem, F is locally bijective near 0. L
Proof of Theorem 6.4. (a) Let Cr be a reversible Cartan subgroup
generated by s0 ¥ C. We show that the set
S={cs0 exp(q) c−1 | c ¥ (Z(r))0, q ¥ LCr}
is open and closed in the set C−s0 of reversible c ¥ C which lie in the same
connected component of C− as the reversible element s0. Closedness
follows from compactness of C.
To show that S is open let s0 ¥ S, i.e., s0 ¥ c0Crc−10 , c0 ¥ (Z(r))0. Let s ¥ C−,
s % s0. Write s=s0 exp(t) with t % 0 and choose the scalar product on g to
be Adr-invariant. By Lemma 6.6 we have exp(t)=exp(Ad
−1
s0 g) exp(q)
exp(−g)whereq ¥ z=LZ(s0), g ¥ z + which implies thats=exp(g) s0 exp(q)
exp(−g) where g, q are locally unique. As s ¥ C− we have s=rs−1r so
that
s=exp(Adr g) s0 exp(−Adr q) exp(−Adr g).
Since z and z + are invariant under conjugation by r we conclude that
g ¥ g+, q ¥ (LZ(s0))−. Since Trs0 :=c0(C
r)0 c−10 is a maximal reversible torus
in(Z(s0))0,byTheorem6.1there is someelementc ¥ (Z(s0) 5 Z(r))0andsome
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z ¥ LTrs0 such that q=Adc z. Hence s is conjugated to the element
s0 exp(z) of c0Crc
−1
0 by the element exp(g) c ¥ (Z(r))0 and consequently s0
is an interior point of S and S is open in C−s0 .
(b) Now let s0 be any reversible element in C. As in part (a) we see
that every s ¥ C− close to s0 is of the form s=exp(g) s0 exp(q) exp(−g)
with q ¥ z− and g ¥ z + 5 g+ where z=LZ(s0). Let Cr=Zmr ×Trs0 be a
reversible Cartan subgroup containing s0. Then T
r
s0
is a maximal reversible
torus in Z(s0). Write s0=sˆ0 exp(q0) where sˆ0 ¥ Cr has order mr and
q0 ¥ LCr. Since s0 exp(q) generates a reversible Cartan subgroup iff q0+q
generates a maximal reversible torus in Z(s0) we can employ Theorem
6.1(b) to conclude that almost every element close to s0 in Z(s0)− generates
a reversible Cartan subgroup in Z(s0). Moreover we saw above that inte-
gration over a small neighborhood of s0 in C− amounts to integration over
a neighborhood of s0 in Z(s0)− and over a neighborhood of 0 in z + 5 g+.
Therefore almost every s ¥ C− close to s0 generates a reversible Cartan
subgroup. L
6.3. Extensions to Noncompact Groups
In this subsection we deal with extensions of the above results to non-
compact groups. First we treat reversible maximal tori of noncompact
groups.
Theorem 6.7. If C is noncompact, but meets the other assumptions of
Theorem 6.1 then
(a) almost every reversible t0 ¥ g− generates a maximal reversible torus
or a line.
(b) If t0 ¥ g− generates a maximal reversible torus Tr then every
element t % t0 with t ¥ g− and T(t) compact is conjugate to some element in
LTr by some close to identity element in (Z(r))0.
(c) If C is a semidirect product of a compact group and a finite-dimen-
sional vector space then all maximal reversible tori are conjugate.
Recall that the group action for a semidirect product C=K x V,
V=RN, where K is a compact group acting on the vectorspace V linearly is
given as
(R1, a1)(R2, a2)=(R1R2, a1+R1a2), Ri ¥K, ai ¥ RN, i=1, 2.
The symmetry groups we have in mind in part (c) of Theorem 6.7 are the
Euclidean symmetry groups E(2) and E(3) of the plane and of the three-space
as these are the most common non-commutative noncompact symmetry
groups showing up in applications.
For the proof of part (c) of Theorem 6.7 we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 6.8. Let C=K x V be a semidirect product of a compact group
K with a finite-dimensional vectorspace V. Let r be an involution such that
rCr=C and that Cr=C 2 rC is an index-two extension of C. Then
(a) We can choose K and V to be invariant under conjugation by r, and
make this assumption from now on.
(b) C((R, a)) is compact iff a ¥ im(R− id). In this case (R, a) is con-
jugate to (R, 0) by the element (id, b) with b=(R− id)−1 a.
(c) C−={(R, a) | rRr=R−1, −a=Rra}
(d) If (R, a) ¥ C− and C((R, a)) is compact then (id, b) from (b) is in
Z(r).
Proof. Since Cr has finitely many connected components for any
compact subgroup L of G :=Cr we can choose a maximal compact
subgroup H of G such that L …H, see Theorem 3.1 of [15, p. 180]. So
there is a maximal compact subgroup H of G containing L={id, r} and a
maximal compact subgroup HK of G containing K. Since maximal compact
subgroups are unique up to conjugacy [6, 15], there is some g ¥ G such
that HK=gHg−1. As H is invariant under conjugation by r we can choose
g ¥ C. Therefore g−1Kg … C 5H is a maximal compact subgroup of C and
we can assume wlog that g=id. The group H 5 C is a compact subgroup
of C containing K and as K is maximal compact we have K=H 5 C.
Since C and H are invariant under conjugation by r so is K. We write
C=K x VK where VK is a vectorspace; the unique radical of C (i.e. the
unique maximal solvable ideal of C, see, e.g., [33]) is given by
r=Lc(K0) À LVK. Since r is unique it is Kr-invariant and so is the abelian
Lie algebra generated by [r, r]=[Lc(K0), r] … LVK. A Kr-invariant
complement to [r, r] in r which contains Lc(K0) is the abelian Lie algebra
a=Lz(c(K0)) 5 r. Choose a Kr-invariant complement w to Lc(K0) in a,
and let LV :=[r, r]+w. Then V invariant under conjugation by r as well.
This proves (a). Parts (b)–(d) are elementary computations. L
Proof of Theorem 6.7. (a) It is immediate that the elements t ¥ g−
generating a maximal reversible torus or a line are dense in g−. We use
induction over n=dim(C) to prove that the elements of g− generating a
maximal reversible torus or a line have full measure. For n=1 the theorem
holds true trivially. Assume that (a) holds true for all groups Cˆ of dimen-
sion dim(Cˆ) < n which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.7(a) and let
n=dim(C).
Let t0 ¥ g− be such that T(t0) is a torus and choose an Adr-invariant
and T(t0)-invariant inner product on g. Then, as in the proof of Theorem
6.1 every element t ¥ g− close to t0 can be written as uniquely
t=Adexp(g)(t0+q), q ¥ z−, g ¥ z + 5 g+, q, g % 0, (6.1)
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where z=LZ(t0). So integration over a small ball B−(t0) around t0 in g−
corresponds to integration over a small ball B+(0) around 0 in g+5 z + and
integration over a small ball around t0 in z−. Assume that t0 does not lie in
the Lie algebra of the center c(C) of C; then dim(Z(t0)) < dim(C). Since
Cˆ :=Z(t0) is invariant under conjugation by r we can apply the induction
hypothesis to conclude that almost every t ¥ LZ(t0) generates a maximal
reversible torus or a line. As conjugation by elements in Z(r) maps
maximal reversible tori onto maximal reversible tori and reversible lines
onto reversible lines we then conclude that almost every t ¥ B−(t0) gener-
ates a maximal reversible torus or a reversible line. Since the set g−0Lc(C)
has full measure or g− … Lc(C) (in which case the theorem is obvious) this
proves that almost every t ¥ g− generates a maximal reversible torus or a
line.
(b) Let t0 ¥ g− generate a maximal reversible torus T(t0) and let
t ¥ z−, t % t0, generate a reversible torus. Then in the above decomposition
(6.1), q ¥ LTr because Tr ı Z(t0) is a maximal reversible torus. This
proves the local conjugacy argument as well.
(c) Let C=K x V be a semidirect product of a compact group and a
vectorspace, and choose K and V to be invariant under conjugation by r as
in Lemma 6.8. Let Tr, Tˆr be maximal reversible tori in C generated by t
and tˆ. Then by Lemma 6.8(d) we can conjugate t and tˆ to elements g and
gˆ in the Lie algebra LK of K by elements in (Z(r))0. By Theorem 6.1 the
maximal reversible tori T(gˆ) ıK and T(g) ıK are conjugate by an
element in (Z(r))0 as well which proves the conjugacy statement. L
Remark 6.9. The problem with extending the local conjugacy result of
Theorem 6.7(b) to a global conjugacy result for general noncompact
groups with the techniques of the proof of Theorem 6.1 is that it is not
clear whether the set the element t ¥ g−0{0} with T(t) compact form a
connected set for dim(g−) > 1.
Now we come to reversible Cartan subgroups of noncompact groups:
Theorem 6.10. Let C be a finite-dimensional Lie group, let r be an
involution with rCr=C and let Cr=C 2 rC.
(a) Almost every reversible s generates a reversible Cartan subgroup or
a copy of Z;
(b) Let Cr be a reversible Cartan subgroup generated by some revers-
ible s0 ¥ C. Then every s ¥ C−s0 with s % s0 and C(s) compact lies in a
reversible Cartan subgroup which is conjugate to Cr by some close to identity
element in (Z(r))0.
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(c) Let Cr be a reversible Cartan subgroup generated by some revers-
ible s0 ¥ C. If C is a semidirect product of a compact group K with a finite-
dimensional vectorspace V then each reversible s with C(s) compact which is
in the same connected component of C− as s0 lies in a reversible Cartan
subgroup which is conjugated to Cr by some element in (Z(r))0.
Proof. To show (a) observe that the proof of Theorem 6.4(b) basically
works for noncompact groups as well if we replace the statement that
almost every element in C− generates a reversible Cartan subgroup by the
corresponding statement for noncompact groups: let s0 ¥ C− with C(s0)
compact; then, as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, every s ¥ C−s0 close to s0
can be written uniquely as
s=exp(g) s0 exp(q) exp(−g) with g ¥ LZ(r) 5 z + , q ¥ z−, q, g % 0
(6.2)
where z=LZ(s0). Depending on whether T(q) is compact or not, C(s) is
compact or not, and, as in the proof of Theorem 6.4(b), the statement
follows from the fact that almost every q ¥ (LZ(s0))− generates a maximal
reversible torus or a line by Theorem 6.7(a).
To prove (b) let s0 ¥ C− generates a reversible Cartan subgroup. If C(s)
is compact then T(q) with q from (6.2) is a torus which implies that
q ¥ LCr because (Cr)0 is the unique maximal reversible torus in Z(s0).
This proves the conjugacy statement (b).
To prove (c) let C=K x V be a semidirect product of a compact group
K and a vectorspace V, both of which are chosen to be invariant under
conjugation by r by virtue of Lemma 6.8(a), let s0 generate the reversible
Cartan subgroup Cr and let s ¥ C−s0 be such that C(s) is compact. Because
of Lemma 6.8(d) we can conjugate s0=(R0, a0) and s=(R, a) to the ele-
ments (R0, 0) and (R, 0) in K by (id, b0) ¥ (Z(r))0 resp. (id, b) ¥ (Z(r))0,
where b0=(R0− id)−1 a, b=(R− id)−1 a. From Lemma 6.8(c) we further
see that (R, a) ¥ C−(R0, a0) iff (R, a) ¥ C
− and R ¥K−R0 . The conjugacy result
now follows from Theorem 6.4(a) applied onto K. L
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